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We have a brand new class coming in 2018. Stay tuned to our website and social media
for all of the details!

Bringing you the best
We would like to take a minute

and give a shout out to several of
our amazing trainers.

Our trainers take ongoing

training seriously, but some just go

above and beyond. They take great

pride in making sure that they

always have the newest, and best

positive reinforcement training

techniques available.

It does not stop there. Not only

do they focus on training

techniques, they also dive into and
educate themselves on the science

and biology behind dogs and their
behavior. With this personal focus
and depth of understanding they

are not only able to understand

“The only creatures
evolved enough to convey
pure love are dogs and infants.”
- Johnny Depp

*

LIVING WITH DOGS
A Tired Dog is a Good Dog

Exercise, we all know, is fundamental
to good health. For dogs and humans
alike, slothful ways lead to, at best,
diminished well-being and poor
muscle tone, at worst obesity, heart
ailments, and joint problems. In dogs a
couch potato existence can also prompt
behavior problems. Sometimes just quirks, sometimes full-on neuroses similar
to those seen in caged dogs.
Almost all dogs were bred with a working purpose in mind. The seemingly
sedate Basset Hound? Bred for rabbit hunting. The Corgi? A herder. It makes
sense, then, that all dogs need to run their engine, whatever its size, frequently
and vigorously to function well. (And contrary to popular belief, dogs rarely
self-exercise if left alone outside. They stalk birds, bark at strangers, and lie
around in the shade.)
Exercise earns you a happier, better-behaved dog. Tired dogs bark less, chew
less, sleep more, and rest easier when left home alone. And exercise has
profound eﬀects on a dog’s personality. The same dog can either tear through
the trash and disembowel the couch cushions or snooze peacefully, depending
on the quality of the workouts he gets.
So, must you take up marathon running if you have a Border Collie or a
terrier mix? Of course not. But a stroll around the block is not enough. Train
your dog to fetch or play Frisbee. Sign up for a dog sport or activity like
tracking, ﬂyball, or agility. Let your dog play with other dogs regularly. And
if life is too busy, consider hiring a dog walker, or, if your dog enjoys the
company of other dogs, send him to doggie day care.
Knowing you’ve upheld your end of the bargain as a loving guardian, that’s
healthy, too.

A WORLD OF DOGS
DID YOU KNOW?

The Origin Of
These Doggie Phrases
Man’s best friend. There
are few certainties in
language history, but it’s
thought that this phrase
originated in the Court of
Appeals in Missouri in 1870.
A neighbor had (possibly
accidentally) shot Mr.
Burden’s dog. His lawyer
made a long and emotional
plea for damages that
became known in the press
as the “man’s best friend”
argument.
Dog days of summer. Used
to describe the hottest, most
humid days of summer,
“dog days” hail all the
way back to ancient Rome
(inspired by the Greeks,
who were inspired by the
Babylonians). The name
refers to the days, roughly
early July through midAugust, when the Dog Star,
Sirius, appeared in the form
of the Morning Star blazing
in the sky just before dawn.

On Breed Rescue
Breed rescue plays
an important role in
solving the problem
of global dog
overpopulation—an
estimated 600 million
dogs are strays. How
does rescue work?
When a purebred dog arrives at a shelter, a rescue coordinator or volunteer
photographs the dog and notiﬁes the appropriate rescue organization. Donated
funds pay for the dog’s transport, foster stay, and any medical needs. Thanks to
technology and the internet, breed rescue can be operated across great distances,
providing second chances for many more dogs than previously. Breed-speciﬁc
rescue allows people to ﬁnd any type of dog they have their hearts set on, and
the foster-home model gives the dog a better chance of being matched with the
right home. The foster person (or family) knows both the traits of the breed and
the individual dogs.
Hundreds (in some countries thousands) of people volunteer their money, time,
and homes to breed rescue. Some do it by themselves, others are part of not-forproﬁt organizations or kennel clubs. Often, they are breed fanciers who learn
about the rescue work from friends or local shelters—and then follow their
hearts. The dogs, by contrast, come from much less fortunate circumstances.
Many come from puppy mills and commercial breeders for whom dogs are
products to be marketed and sold. Others come from people who bought a
puppy on impulse and then changed their minds, perhaps because of the work
involved in raising a puppy or because of illness, behavior problems, etc.
There’s both good and bad news in the story of breed rescue. On the good
side, the internet has revolutionized the work. Websites like Petﬁnder.com and
individual breed rescue sites allow shelters and rescue groups to reach potential
adopters anywhere in the country. And social networking tools like Facebook
and Twitter are great for ﬁnding foster parents, raising funds, and spreading
the word about dogs available for adoption. On the bad side, overpopulation
continues to be a huge problem, as does the attitude that dogs are disposable
accessories. We can all help to ﬁght those issues by advocating for adoption,
responsible breeding, and anti-puppy mill legislation.

all aspects of your dogs behavior, but also how to modify and or train new behaviors.
All of our trainers are great, but we want to give a shout out to Jonathan Graham,

Marsha Irwin, and Michael Moore as they just attended an amazing four day

conference in Orlando. To learn more about them please check out their profile on

our website. www.dogwizard.com.

DOGS IN ACTION
Search & Rescue (SAR)

Given that dogs have up to 300
million scent receptors (compared
to our 5 million), keen night vision,
and super-sensitive hearing,
nobody can be surprised that dogs
excel at search & rescue work.
Experts estimate that a single dogand-handler team can be as eﬀective
in locating missing persons as 20
to 30 people. SAR dogs, long an
indispensable part of the law enforcement and emergency services teams that
investigate crime scenes, have also become a ﬁxture at disaster sites. We see
them with their noses in the rubble, looking for survivors after earthquakes,
ﬂoods, explosions, tsunamis, mudslides, train or plane wrecks, even avalanches.
What makes a great search & rescue dog? Any breed will do, though
requirements such as a ﬁrst-rate nose, strong prey or play drive, stamina,
and high trainability place retrievers, shepherds, and collies at the top of the
selection pile. Important character traits are friendliness, an even disposition,
intelligence, courage, and ﬁnally that certain something which, in a human,
might be called grit. In SAR work, twelve-hour shifts in cumbersome terrain
surrounded by death and devastation aren’t unusual.
Think volunteer SAR work might be for you? Visit the American Rescue Dog
Association at ardainc.org

HEALTHY DOG
Rabies 101

Rabies is a fatal infection that is contagious to all warm-blooded animals,
including people. It’s caused by a virus that aﬀects the nervous system,
producing symptoms such as fever, seizures, paralysis, slack jaw, inability to
swallow, excessive salivation (hence the trademark foaming at the mouth), lack
of coordination, unusual aggression or shyness, and other awful things. Rabies
is still active throughout North America, making vaccination a must for dogs, as
well as required by law in many areas.
Dogs (and other pets or domestic animals—cats, horses, cattle, etc.) are most often
exposed through contact with wild animals. Bats, foxes, mongooses, skunks,
raccoons, and coyotes are the most common forms of wildlife infected with rabies.
In rare cases, vaccinated animals can become infected, so if your dog has been in
a ﬁght with a wild, warm-blooded animal of any species (cold-blooded animals
cannot contract rabies), take him to the vet for preventive care right away.

DOG IN THE

SPOTLIGHT
The Doberman Pincher

Doberman Pinchers, aﬀectionately
known as Dobies, hail from
Germany and were originally
bred to be guard dogs. For
that reason, Dobies are strong
and resilient, fast runners, and
hardwired to be alert. When well
trained and socialized, Dobies
are also aﬀectionate family dogs
and devoted companions. They
have distinguished themselves
alongside soldiers at war—a
Dobie named Kurt saved the lives
of 250 U.S. Marines during World
War II. Kurt is memorialized at
the National War Dog Cemetery
at Naval Base Guam. In modern
times, Dobies are often chosen for
police and rescue work. With their
stately and powerful presence,
Dobies also make popular movie
stars. The movie Resident Evil
features a zombie Dobie called
Cerberus; K-911 stars James
Belushi and a Dobie as Zeus
the police dog; and the Disney
movies UP and Zootopia both have
(animated) Dobies on the payroll.
For a Dobie to snuggle up with,
look for a rescue organization
near you.

OUR SERVICES
Our services consist of group classes ranging from puppy to obedience and

TIPS & TOOLS

agility. We also offer private training with behavior modification. Our
Group classes run five weeks at a time, and private training is scheduled at
yours and the trainers convenience.
Puppy 1.0
This class is for dogs between the ages of 8-18 weeks. The class has a strong
focus on socialization, and desensitization to common things they will
experience in life. You will also focus on attention, sit, down, leave it,
come, and more.
Obedience 1.0
This class is for dogs 18 weeks and up. The class has a strong focus on
attention skills, and basic obedience commands. (sit, down, stay, come,
loose leash walking, and more) This class is setup to create a solid
foundation at home.
Private Training
Private training is a customized class for you and your dog. We can help
with anything from house soiling to aggression issues. This service is
offered at our facility, or in the convenience of your home.
Agility

Does your dog have excess energy, love to try new things, or maybe like to
have a little fun? If you answered yes, agility is for you. In these classes
your dog will have fun, and develop more confidence as they learn to

navigate new obstacles, and take on new challenges in front of them. Don't
you worry, this class is just as fun for you, the owner!

Info@dogwizard.com
Dogwizard.com

People-Foods to Avoid
Most people know chocolate can
be dangerous, even fatal, to dogs.
Many have heard the same of grapes
and raisins, and it’s common sense
that alcohol isn’t canine fare. Other
people-foods never to share with your
dog include:
In the greenery department:
Avocado, onions, garlic, chives (plus
grapes and raisins).

Drinks and dairy: Cacao, coﬀee, tea,
milk, milk-based foods (plus alcohol).
Sweets: Candy or anything
containing Xylitol (plus chocolate).

Some nuts: Walnuts and macadamias.
Miscellaneous: Fish or poultry bones,
yeast dough, salty foods like potato
chips.
Common signs of poisoning include
vomiting and diarrhea, tremors
and seizures, drooling, problems
breathing, and losing consciousness.
If your dog ingests something
potentially harmful, take her to the
vet immediately, along with a sample
of the product.

816-228-4567
3707 SW US HWY 40

Information and advice provided in this newsletter is general in nature and should not be relied upon to solve any particular situation. For all issues with your dog,
please seek the services of a competent professional. The author and publisher shall have neither liability nor responsibility for any loss or damage caused or alleged
to be caused by the information in this newsletter.

